
FRIDAY, January 8 INSTRUCTOR TIME (PST)

Current and Future Auto Repair Shop Technologies Chris Cloutier 7:00am – 9:00am
Master the Chaos – Art & Science of a Successful Service Advisor Bryan Stasch 7:00am – 9:00am
Scanning is not Just About DTC Mike Anderson/Jake Rodenroth 7:00am – 9:00am
Figuring Out Fuel Trim Scot Manna 7:00am – 11:30am
Modern Diagnostic Routines – Cylinder Pressure Analysis Adam Robertson/Cliff Shekel  7:00am – 11:30am
Push Button Ignition John Thorton 7:00am – 11:30am
Training Customers – A “Hands-on Virtual Class” John Burkhauser 9:30am – 11:30am
Diagnosing and Repairing Your Business Cecil Bullard  9:30am – 11:30am
Calibrations – Fact vs. Fiction Mike Anderson/Jake Rodenroth 9:30am – 11:30am
7 Things You Must Know in 2021 Dan Vance 12:30pm – 2:30pm
The Technician Service Advisor Challenge Greg Marschand 12:30pm – 2:30pm
The Practical Application of the
    I-CAR® Repairability Technical Support Portal® Bud Center/Jeff Poole 12:30pm – 2:30pm
Scan Data Analysis for Naturally Aspirated and Turbocharged Vehicles Scott Shotton 12:30pm – 5:00pm
The Pressure is On Bernie Thompson 12:30pm – 5:00pm
VW/Audi - CAN Bus & Chassis Electronics Chris Martino 12:30pm – 5:00pm
A Millennial’s Perspective: What I Want
    from an Automotive Repair Shop Sara Fraser 3:00pm – 5:00pm
A Better Understanding of Your Numbers Hunt Demerest, CPA 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Blue Printing: Not Your Grandfather’s Estimate Ron Reichen/Danny Gredinberg 3:00pm – 5:00pm

Saturday, January 9 INSTRUCTOR TIME (PST)

Back Office Best Practices Eric Joern, CPA 7:00am – 9:00am
File Documentation for Winning Negotiations Kristen Felder 7:00am – 11:30am
6.7L Cummins Operation and Diagnosis Andrew Gibson/Brent Delfel 7:00am – 11:30am
A Commen Sense Approach or Logical Path to Driveability Diagnostics Eric Ziegler 7:00am – 11:30am
Effective Electrical Troubleshooting – Application of Electrical Test Tools Brandon Steckler 7:00am – 11:30am
Labscope Component Testing and Interpretation Jason Gabrenas 7:00am – 11:30am
Advisor Mistakes & How to Avoid Them Rick White 9:30am – 11:30am
Is Your Comfort Zone Killing You Greg Bunch 12:30pm – 2:30pm
Relationship Selling Maylan Newton 12:30pm – 2:30pm
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Service Introduction Scott Brown 12:30pm – 2:30pm
Diagnosing Difficult Deposit Driveability Concerns Gary Smith 12:30pm – 5:00pm
Ford Eco Boost Platforms – Operation and Diagnosis Glenn Young/Blake Cassidy 12:30pm – 5:00pm
Advanced Fundamentals of Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Propulsion Isaac Rodell 12:30pm – 5:00pm
The Green Light Sales Process Jeremy O’Neal 12:30pm – 5:00pm
The Professional Administrative Documents You Need to Have Kristen Felder/Erica Eversman 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Circuit Color Coding™ – It’s all about you Jorge Menchu 3:00pm – 5:00pm

Sunday, January 10 INSTRUCTOR TIME (PST)

Shop Marketing Essentials - Know where and how
    to spend those marketing dollars Judi Haglin 7:00am – 9:00am
Accelerate Your Sales and Profit Jason Servidio 7:00am – 11:30am
Diagnose, Repair, Suspension, ADAS System
    Using Alignment Equipment John Shewbridge 7:00am – 11:30am
Current Probe Revisited Todd Doty/Tom Smith 7:00am – 11:30am
Turbo Operation and Diagnostics Tanner Brandt 7:00am – 11:30am
ZF 8HP Transmission – Operation and Diagnostics Niel Speetjens 7:00am – 11:30am
10 Proven Marketing Methods Jimmy Lea 9:30am – 11:30am
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FRIDAY, January 8, 2021
7:00am – 9:00am PST
u Current and Future Auto Repair Shop Technologies
Chris Cloutier sponsored by Autotext.me
As business owners, we all want to win, and winning means being the best! We can leverage technology to 
help build our competitive advantage to separate us from the rest of the pack. Are you using a digital vehicle 
inspection? Are you using a digital work order? Are you following the latest technology trends such as ALPR, 
AI/ML, and IVR? Join this class to see what your shop can do today and what tomorrow holds!

J Master the Chaos – Art & Science of a Successful Service Advisor
Bryan Stasch sponsored by ATI
Redefining success with the tools and techniques needed to be a Top Producing Service Advisor. How to 
connect with your customer in a contact-less world.

l Scanning is not Just About DTC
Mike Anderson sponsored by Collision Advice  |  Jake Rodenroth sponsored by asTech Collision
In this session Mike Anderson of Collision Advice and Jake Rodenroth of asTech will share with attendees the 
insights of scanning that many are missing and unaware of.

Entitled it is NOT just about the DTCs, Mike and Jake will share insights and real-world examples of why you 
need to also check the values of the ADAS Components on some OEM vehicles. They will explain why you 
can’t rely on just looking for DTCs and how/why you need to view the LIVE Data.
 · Verifying the horizontal and vertical specifications of the ADAS Components
 · Test drives and why they matter
 · What issues will NOT Trigger DTCs
 · Documentation for reimbursement and liability 

Mike and Jake will share with attendees firsthand insights in regard to calibrations and how to position 
yourself for the future to ensure safe and proper repairs.

7:00am – 9:00am  |  Break  |  9:30am – 11:30am PST
l Figuring Out Fuel Trim
Scot Manna sponsored by CTI–WTI
Fuel trim has been around a long time and most techs feel they have a good handle on this important 
data parameter yet some manufacturers have a unique way of displaying this data. In this class, fuel trim 
will be explained and the basic concept detailed for diagnostics. More importantly, the different ways that 
some brands such as Hyundai, and BMW display and explain their fuel trim data will be explored. Through 
both research and case studies the mystery behind how fuel trim works will be shown on actual vehicles. 
Several diagnostic problems will be analyzed and a better understanding of this important concept will be 
highlighted in this course. Regardless of your technical level, this class will improve your diagnostic abilities.

l Modern Diagnostic Routines – Cylinder Pressure Analysis
Adam Robertson & Cliff Shekel sponsored by CTI–WTI
With so many differing ways to diagnose driveability problems, how do you decide which procedure will yield 
the most information? CTI’s newest Diagnostic Series, Modern Diagnostic Routines, will explore the latest 
information gathering techniques purpose built with speed and accuracy in mind. The first course in this series 
will provide you with procedures you can use to gain the most usable knowledge regarding cylinder pressures 
from your pressure transducer. Seasoned pros and those new to pressure transducers will all benefit from the 
wealth of knowledge this course will provide as your CTI instructor shows you how to use pressure mapping 
with captures from any brand of lab scope.

l Push Button Ignition
John Thorton sponsored by CTI–WTI
Push Button Ignition is very common on today’s vehicles. These systems can be broken down into three broad 
categories: Immobilizer, Steering Lock and ACC/Run/Crank Relay Control. This class will assist technicians 
in developing a diagnostic routine for handling the common complaint of “I press the button and nothing 
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happens.” The instructor will emphasize system understanding and scan data interpretation. Tools used to 
check for Low Frequency and Radio Frequency wireless transmissions will also be discussed. 
Discussion topics include the following vehicles: 
 • 2011 Nissan Maxima • 2018 Ford Edge
 • 2012 Toyota Camry  • 2006 VW Passat 2015 Ford Mustang
 • 2017 Chevy Equinox 

9:30am – 11:30am PST
J Training Customers – A “Hands-on Virtual Class”
John Burkhauser sponsored by BOLT ON TECHNOLOGY
Would you like to eliminate most of the rush your shop sees in the morning? Have time to spend with each 
customer to go over their vehicle needs? To have customers trust you?

During this Virtual Hands-On webinar, we are going to put a digital inspection in your hands so you can see 
for yourself the power to educate your customers.  Setting customer expectations and having them take an 
active role in their vehicle’s service.

Have customers show up on time knowing that they are going to get 15 minutes of quality time with you 
when they drop off their vehicle. Stop them from calling you throughout the day for status updates. Set 
their next appointment before they leave this one.

l Diagnosing and Repairing Your Business
Cecil Bullard sponsored by CTI–WTI
Discipline, finance, bookkeeping and accounting: Where are your biggest opportunities and biggest 
problems? Profit is made with the pencil more than your hard work. Management by the numbers versus 
accounting numbers. Course addresses:
 • Six Keys to Financial Success 
 • Gross Profit Margins and Gross Profit Dollars 
 • Eight Formulas You Need to Know 
 • What Your Profit and Loss is Telling You 
 • How to Determine Where to Spend Your Time and Money for Best Results.

l Calibrations – Fact vs Fiction
Mike Anderson sponsored by Collision Advice  |  Jake Rodenroth sponsored by asTech
In this BRAND-NEW exciting course content presented by Mike Anderson of Collision Advice and Jake 
Rodenroth of asTech attendees will learn the Facts vs Fiction in regard to calibrations. Items that will be 
covered include but are not limited to the following: Will there always be a DTC when a Calibration is 
needed? Are there really differences between OEM Scan Tools and Targets versus Aftermarket Solutions? 
What are the space requirements? Static versus Dynamic Calibrations, Test Drive Considerations and so 
much more. As Mike always says, “Don’t Delay, Register Today” for this exciting new course presented by 
Collision Advice and asTech.

12:30pm – 2:30pm PST
u 7 Things You Must Know in 2021
Dan Vance sponsored by CTI–WTI
Digital marketing is being revolutionized almost daily. These major changes – from Google’s new algorithms 
to Facebook’s emerging  trends – will affect the way you market and brand your business online. Learn about 
the leading-edge technologies and trends that are happening now and in the near future. Be proactive and 
prepared for 2021. We look at:
 · Major search engine changes
 · User Experience
 · Apple a player in maps
 · Post-Covid Lessons learned and more!

FRIDAY, January 8, continued...
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J The Technician Service Advisor Challenge
Greg Marschand sponsored by CTI–WTI
Sometimes communication between technicians and service consultants is a challenge. This interactive 
course provides an understanding of perspectives from both sides of the shop. Participants will discuss 
communication challenges and real-world scenarios that occur within their work environment all with 
the intent of understanding, diagnosing, and resolving these challenges. Tools, tips, and techniques for 
handling a wide range of technician challenges will be learned in a fun and challenging environment. 

Technicians and Service Advisors are encouraged to attend together!

l The Practical Application of the I-CAR® Repairability Technical Support Portal®

Bud Center & Jeff Poole sponsored by ICAR
I-CAR technical staff, to include: Bud Center, Jeff Poole, Dick Fuchs, and Scott Van Hulle will outline the 
features and ultimate benefits of using the I-CAR® RTS portal in a series of real-world applications.  Watch 
live as technicians quickly and efficiently understand what repair procedures are available from OEMs to 
I-CAR® best practices. This includes much sought-after OEM Calibration Requirements Search and OEM 
Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Disable Search pages.

12:30pm – 2:30pm PST  |  Break  |  3:00pm – 5:00pm PST
l Scan Data Analysis for Naturally Aspirated and Turbocharged Vehicles
Scott Shotton
Scan data is a valuable tool when diagnosing driveability issues. In addition, the engine’s ability to breathe 
can be calculated using the appropriate data. This class will start by covering engine breathing of naturally 
aspirated vehicles and how volumetric efficiency can be a valuable addition to other collected data when 
diagnosing engine issues. The second part of the class will cover the same concepts when forced induction 
is added. Turbochargers add a whole new variable to the game. Time will be spent on predicting forced 
induction VE expectations that the manufacturer does not provide specifications for. In both cases we will 
be focusing on MAF-equipped vehicles.

l The Pressure is On
Bernie Thompson sponsored by CTI–WTI
This class is an introduction to pressure transducer use including, transducer setup, operation, scope setup, 
and pressure waveform analysis. The techniques in this class can be applied to any scope and transducer 
combination. Bernie will use case studies to demonstrate pressure transducer data analysis as it relates 
to engine operation. Become an expert on Exhaust Pressure Transducers and Scope set up. Make P0300 - 
Random Misfire Codes fast and easy to identify cylinders and to diagnose. Know when a P0300 - Random 
Misfire Code is not a misfire. Understanding In-Cylinder Running Compression waveform analysis. Quickly 
identify restricted exhaust thru the spark plug hole. Learn to diagnose and identify camshaft timing 
and phasing issues and how to diagnose valve sealing problems, including intermittent issues such as 
broken valve springs. Discover how to identify piston and ring sealing problems and locate ignition timing 
problems through the spark plug pressure transducer.

l VW/Audi – CAN Bus & Chassis Electronics
Chris Martino sponsored by Opus IVS powered by Autologic
Real-world VAG body and Bus system diagnostic techniques. Streamlined coding procedures and digital 
oscilloscope shortcuts to repair VAG body Bus systems electronics. Factory level training, knowledge and 
information tailored specifically for the aftermarket repair professional.

VW/Audi Body Electronics & Bus Systems
 • Track diagrams: Using them proficiently
 • Reading and using aftermarket diagrams to make you money
 • Central control module, Gateway module: use, coding, diagnostics
 • Why do we need module communication?
 • What are the differences are in bus systems?
 • Detailed description of high speed, medium speed, LIN, MOST, Flex Ray, and Bluetooth communication
 • Diagnostic techniques

FRIDAY, January 8, continued...
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FRIDAY, January 8, continued...

3:00pm – 5:00pm PST
J A Millennial’s Perspective: What I Want from an Automotive Repair Shop
Sara Fraser sponsored by Haas Performance Consulting
Sara Fraser is a Millennial who has been in the automotive industry for over eight years. During this class, 
she will talk about the experience, services and interaction that she is looking for when it comes to an 
automotive repair shop! 

From the phone call – I mean text message – to the online experience, in-shop experience, services and 
more, Sara will tell you exactly what it is that she, a 35-year-old female, is looking for from an automotive 
repair shop. 

Sara will also cover some things that she is not looking for or that would turn her away from doing business 
with an automotive repair shop. Millennials and the younger generation “Gen Z” are doing business 
differently and have developed their own criteria on who they are willing or not willing to do business with.

l A Better Understanding of Your Numbers
Hunt Demerest, CPA sponsored by CTI–WTI
The objective of this course is to familiarize shop owners with the importance of budgeting and how 
to measure actual performance against the budget plan. We’ll go over Balance Sheet format and the 
Statement of Cash Flow, as well as entity choices, taxes and what you can really deduct.
 • Variable Expenses and Costs
 • Budget Income Statement
 • Balance Sheet Format: Assets, Liabilities, Net Worth, Sample Balance Sheets, Statement of Cash Flow

l Blue Printing: Not Your Grandfather’s Estimate
Ron Reichen & Danny Gredinberg sponsored by DEG
Join an interactive dive into the new era of repair planning. Vehicles are now constructed of multi-substrate 
materials and loaded with a mass of electronics, both functional and safety-related. The OEs now provide 
detailed repair procedures that outline in systematic detail how vehicles must be remanufactured following 
a collision. The collision repairer of today must incorporate this information into every repair plan to protect 
the consumer and themselves, and to ensure the vehicle will function exactly as designed if a second loss 
occurred. This presentation will guide you through proven processes in repair planning and profitability. It 
will change the way you manage the repair process in the future.

Beyond the PAVE Training sessions, Chat 
Rooms are open to meet and greet the 
trainers and sponsors to explore industry 
trends and topics.

The Chat Rooms give you the opportunity to connect with others and share ideas in a fun 
and casual environment. 

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to discuss what you have learned and network with 
your peers. To view our full Chat Room schedule, visit PAVEtraining.com/chatrooms
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SATURDAY, January 9, 2021
7:00am – 9:00am PST
l Back Office Best Practices
Eric Joern, CPA sponsored by James Hamlin & Co.
Many shop owners want to jump straight to the numbers to track their performance, but are the numbers 
that they are reviewing accurate? Timely? Many times, it is too late to address a problem you find in the 
financials because the process of the period to financial statements is too long.
The class will provide an overview of efficient processes for: 
 • Receiving, tracking, paying and filing invoices 
 • Reviewing accounting from shop management system 
 • QuickBooks Desktop vs. QuickBooks Online 
 • Process to close books fast to address results quickly 

7:00am – 9:00am  |  Break  |  9:30am – 11:30am PST
l File Documentation for Winning Negotiations
Kristen Felder sponsored by Collision Hub
The most critical skills for a repairer today have nothing to do with the vehicle itself.  In this class, you’ll learn 
the reasons and process for documenting your files. What techniques of documentation strengthen your 
negotiation positions and lead to more profitable and safe repairs? We’ll also explore a few of the methods 
repairers are using to keep documentation separate from the estimating system and how you can set-up 
your facility with low to no-cost options.

In the end, what you can write on the estimate is only as good as what you can document your way to payment.

l 6.7L Cummins Operation and Diagnosis
Andrew Gibson & Brent Delfel sponsored by CTI–WTI
The 6.7L Cummins diesel engine was introduced mid-model year of 2007. The first release of the 6.7L engine 
was rated at 350 HP and 650 lb-ft of torque, which was a slight increase from the 2007 5.9L production of 325 
HP and 610 lb-ft of torque. As of the 2018 model year, the 6.7L Cummins turbo-diesel engine produces up to 
900 lb-ft of torque. The new 6.7L Cummins design was not solely created for performance improvements, but 
focused largely on meeting the current and future emissions standards, without sacrificing the towing power 
Cummins customers had grown to love. This newly designed 6.7L Cummins was a fresh platform on which 
future emissions restrictions could be met. 

Topics include:
 • 6.7L Cummins engine design and specifications
 • Fuel quality influences
 • Systems testing and diagnostic approach
 • Fuel system analysis
 • Turbo operation and testing
 • Emissions and aftertreatment function and diagnosis

l A Common Sense Approach or Logical Path to Driveability Diagnostics
Eric Ziegler
This is a critical thinking or logical approach class to address many of the issues that face techs every day: 
working on systems that are new to them or that they have little or no experience diagnosing. The course is a 
mix of critical thinking, theory, diagnostic testing methods, tooling and real-world case studies. Four areas will 
be addressed: mechanical testing, fuel trim diagnostics, ignition testing. Graphing scan data, archiving data 
and other useful diagnostic software will be discussed. Lots of real world, not so forward case studies will be 
used to illustrate these processes and techniques. 
 • See how you can diagnose each type of problem with basic tools and high-tech tools.
 • Learn how to figure out what to do next in your diagnostic process.
 • See what your results should be and where to go next. 
 • See a quick review of the “Flatrater” test drive and how to gather information quickly to gain diagnostic 

direction.
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l Effective Electrical Troubleshooting – Application of Electrical Test Tools
Brandon Steckler sponsored by CTI–WTI
“Understanding electricity and electrical circuits is becoming the ultimate quest for the future automotive 
technician. As in the past, a good electrical foundation is not only a bonus, but a necessity in the future. 
Nothing will solidify the demand for a technician’s skills in the future job market like electrical savvy. 
Understanding what methods work, what tools are available and what test to perform will make every 
technician more valuable and profitable for many years to come.

As numerous automotive manufacturers produce many complicated systems each year, it would be 
impossible to memorize the circuit operation of each vehicle the average diagnostic technician encounters 
each year. However, by understanding electricity, the technician can cross manufacturer lines and perform 
competent diagnostics on a much wider variety of vehicles. Understanding the principles of electricity 
supersedes the memorization of vehicle platform operation.

Electricity, for the most part, is unseen. We will explore the tools that enable us to visualize what is 
happening in a circuit. With the right tool, a technician can predict the outcome of a circuit and compare the 
measurements obtained during testing to the expected values. As simple as that sounds, it gets complicated 
when how the tool is testing the circuit is not properly understood. In this class we will expound on these 
insights and demonstrate proper electrical tool application.

l Labscope Component Testing and Interpretation
Jason Gabrenas sponsored by Snapon
When using a lab scope to test components, do you always know exactly how to set up the tool, connect to 
the component, and where the component is? Which type of meter should you use for different signal types? 
Lab scope, digital meter, or graphing meter? What are the differences? This training session will answer 
these questions and demonstrate how to test components quickly and easily. We will cover how common 
automotive components function and what to look for when testing. We will start with the basics and build 
from single-channel tests through current ramping, multi-channel cam/crank correlation, ADAS components, 
network testing and ignition testing.

9:30am – 11:30am PST
J Advisor Mistakes & How to Avoid Them
Rick White sponsord by CTI–WTI
This course reviews the top eight mistakes Advisors typically make in a selling situation. This fun, fast-paced 
class shows what you can do to avoid the mistakes. The class will be interactive and will combine instruction, 
stories, and role-playing to showcase each mistake. At the end of each section there will be an easy to 
implement action list to avoid these common pitfalls. You will learn how to identify the most common 
mistakes made on the front counter every day and discuss best practices. You can use tools that will be 
provided in these situations to guarantee success.

12:30pm – 2:30pm PST
l Is Your Comfort Zone Killing You?
Greg Bunch sponsored by CTI–WTI
This class is specifically designed for shop owners who want to take their business and lives to the next level. 
They will learn how to grow personally and professionally with a new mindset. We will educate them on 
practical steps to what the next steps are in building the business of their dreams, whatever that may be.

J Relationship Selling
Maylan Newton sponsored by ESI
Improve customer satisfaction while increasing sales by moving from a transactional-based business model 
to relationship-based business model. People buy from people they like. There is a significant body of social 
science research that supports this concept. When you have a strong relationship with a customer, you tend 
to have more influence with that customer.

SATURDAY, January 9, continued...
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l Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Service Introduction
Scott Brown sponsored by Diagnostic Network
Are you ADAS Service Ready? Advanced Driver Assistance Systems are continuing to grow in popularity and 
are already making a significant impact on service. Consider attending this unique presentation which will 
provide insight into why these systems exist and how they work. A demonstration machine sensory systems 
with Radar and Camera will be provided.

We’ll take a deep dive into what is happening during the calibration process and how these differ between 
manufacturers. We’ll also cover best practices around documentation of ADAS calibration and validation 
services.

Topics covered:
 • LKS - Lane Keeping Systems • Cameras - Forward-facing, Backup, High dynamic range
 • TJA - Traffic Jam Assist • LiDAR - Light Ranging and Detection
 • TSR - Traffic Sign Recognition • Ultrasonic - Parking assistance
 • ACC - Adaptive Cruise Control • Case Studies
 • CNN - Convolutional Neural Networks  • Liability
 • RADAR - Ranging and Detection • Security
 • ODD - Operational Design Domain

12:30pm – 2:30pm PST  |  Break  |  3:00pm – 5:00pm PST
l Diagnosing Difficult Deposit Driveability Concerns
Gary Smith sponsored by CTI–WTI
This class looks at how fuel and oil depositing plays a MAJOR role in getting the diagnosis RIGHT THE FIRST 
TIME on these modern close tolerance, fast-fuel control vehicles. This is an eye-opening class for techs, 
advisors and shop owners alike, and talks about critical knowledge that the OEMs are NOT teaching today. 
Learn how adding this strategy to your diagnosis saves time, unnecessary parts replacement and LESS 
COMEBACKS. A must-see class for all.

l Ford Eco Boost Platforms – Operation and Diagnosis
Glenn Young & Blake Cassidy sponsored by CTI–WTI
Since 2010 Ford has been putting the majority of their engineering efforts into the EcoBoost family of engines. 
Designed to satisfy a worldwide market, these engines have added over 128 patents to Fords development 
portfolio. Offering displacements from 1.0 liter to 3.5 liter, Ford expects this engine family to be an option for 
up to 90% of their vehicles. This class will present the operation and diagnostic techniques the aftermarket will 
need to service this massive segment of the repair market. Each major system of the EcoBoost will be covered 
using not only OE tooling but capable aftermarket scan tools and techniques. 

Topics will include:                                                                                            
 • Engine mechanical highlights • Emission components and monitoring strategies
 • Fuel system operation and diagnosis • Network configuration and reprogramming
 • Ignition system operation and diagnosis • Current service issues
 • Air Induction and turbocharging

l Advanced Fundamentals of Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Propulsion 
Isaac Rodell sponsored by CTI–WTI
During this class you will learn:
 • High voltage safety and best practices
 • Explore different methods of propulsion in hybrid and electric vehicles
 • Advanced battery thermal management
 • Hybrid battery reconditioning
 • Electrified HVAC and heat pumps

SATURDAY, January 9, continued...
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3:00pm – 5:00pm PST
J The Green Light Sales Process
Jeremy O’Neal sponsored by CTI–WTI
There is a movement taking businesses by storm. It is the empowered consumer. Today’s consumer demands 
a different approach to selling...one in where the consumer is in control. Effective selling today puts the 
customer in a position of wanting to buy vs. being sold. Learn how to identify the roadblocks that create sales 
objection and jeopardize relationships. Increasing sales can be done in an easy and effortless way. It is simple, 
so make sure you have the green light before you proceed. The Green Light Sales Process will show you how 
to gain your clients’ permission through every step of the sales process. Learn how to spot potential obstacles 
and ensure your get the green light at the end to proceed with the repairs. You will learn how to:
 • Get more customers to buy from you.
 • Remove traditional sales resistance.
 • Increase your sales.
 • Increase your profits.
 • Create a sales process your customers will love.
 • Easy to use system designed for service advisors of all skill levels

l The Professional Administrative Documents You Need to Have
Erica Eversman sponsored by Vehicle Information Services  |  Kristen Felder sponsored by Collision Hub
Participants are guided through a series of documents, hand-crafted by Erica and designed to ensure 
repairers are complying with federal and state consumer protection law requirements; and other documents 
that will provide powerful offensive and defensive counters to insurer interference and lawsuits.

l Circuit Color Coding™ – It’s all about you
Jorge Menchu sponsored by AESwave
Through a series of exercises and discussions, based on Jorge Menchu’s wiring diagram circuit color coding, 
you will take charge of powerful techniques for speeding up and improving your wiring diagram analysis and 
overall reverse engineering skills – skills that are applicable well beyond wiring diagrams.  

Learn Jorge Menchu’s circuit color coding and wiring diagram analysis techniques. Learn the application of 
learning tool sets based on the powerful principles of mechanics and engineering.

SATURDAY, January 9, continued...

Chat Rooms to connect, share ideas, 
meet trainers and sponsors, and 
explore industry trends and topics
To view our full Chat Room schedule, visit 
PAVEtraining.com/chatrooms
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SUNDAY, January 10, 2021
7:00am – 9:00am PST
u Shop Marketing Essentials – Know where and how to spend those marketing dollars
Judi Haglin sponsored by CTI–WTI
Let’s dive deep into your marketing program.  Do you need more cars, more customers, or  more sales on the 
cars you already have? You will learn where to spend your hard-earned money and where you should put your 
efforts. Unleash the power of source tracking and discount tracking.

7:00am – 9:00am  |  Break  |  9:30am – 11:30am PST
J Accelerate Your Sales and Profit
Jason Servidio sponsored by CTI–WTI
This class is specifically designed for shop owners, managers, and advisors who want to take their business 
to the next level. We will introduce you to the mentality and sales processes needed to increase sales, client 
satisfaction and retention. We will teach you how to capitalize on your marketing and create a company built 
on trust-based selling.  

Topics: 
 • Learn powerful phone techniques that will drive customers to your shop 
 • Build trust and credibility with new customers 
 • Defuse objections and maximize the sale 
 • Build a herd of customers who love and trust your team 

l l Diagnose, Repair, Suspension, ADAS System Using Alignment Equipment
John Shewbridge sponsored by Hunter Engineering
Class will cover concerns with steering and suspension pulls and vibration as well as diagnosing ADAS 
problems and calibrations using your alignment equipment.

l Current Probe Revisited
Todd Doty & Tom Smith sponsored by CTI–WTI
Using amperage waveforms to diagnose electrical circuits is certainly not new. Technicians are routinely faced 
with the need to utilize an inductive amp probe to measure current. Proper diagnosis depends on not only 
operational knowledge of the amp probe, but a thorough understanding of the circuit being measured. 
In this course, CTI will revisit tips and techniques we have discussed in many of our diagnostic courses as well 
as introduce new techniques such as using a micro amp probe to diagnose circuits such as reference voltage 
and wide band air/fuel sensors.

l Turbocharger Operation and Diagnostics
Tanner Brandt sponsored by CTI–WTI
Dive deep into the inner workings of turbochargers. Accurate diagnostics and proper maintenance are critical 
to our repair success. Learn Turbocharger Designs and Operation

Turbocharger Components:
 • Exhaust and Compressor Turbine Technology
 • Recirculating Valves
 • Wastegate Actuator variations (Pressure, Vacuum and Electrical)
 • Common Problems – symptoms, diagnostics and failure analysis
 • Oil Consumption – The 4 failures not caused by turbo failure
 • Positive Pressure Crankcase Ventilation (PCV) Systems – symptoms, failures, and diagnostics
 • Diagnosing Turbo Driveability Problems
 • High-Pressure Leak Testing – tools and techniques
 • Maintenance Practices – need to know information
 • Best Installation Procedures
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SUNDAY, January 10, continued...

l ZF 8HP Transmission – Operation and Diagnostics
Niel Speetjens sponsored by ZF Transmission
ZF 8HP Transmission – Common failures and how to diagnose them.
 • Torque converter and lock-up clutch - Function, common failures, and diagnostics
 • The shifting matrix, and why It’s important for diagnostics
 • Transmission adaptation Limp home function and coding issues
 • The differences between pressure regulators and solenoids
 • The right way to check transmission oil
 • Transmission oil and filter service procedures Chrysler, Jeep, BMW, Volkswagen, Audi, Jaguar, Land Rover, 

Maserati, Aston Martin, Bentley and Rolls-Royce

9:30am – 11:30am PST
u 10 Proven Marketing Methods
Jimmy Lea sponsored by Kukui Corporation
Learn Proven Marketing Methods that will keep a steady flow of cars driving into the bays. This is not an MLM 
Pitch. This is not a method for postcard-blasting neighborhoods hoping for results. These are Marketing 
Methods you can implement immediately to see results today.

REGISTER TODAY!




